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 Click Fraud When a computer clicks a link or button that is out of place or that the computer is not authorized to click, this is
called click fraud, and is the most common type of click fraud. In one study, the author of the study found that the click fraud
rate for Google Adwords is between one and two per cent. To estimate the prevalence of click fraud in other ad networks, we

refer to the rate found in the study as well as the range of the prevalence of other types of click fraud as reported in other
studies. Like spam, click fraud can potentially cost advertisers money, but not only by paying for clicks but also by paying for

impressions that advertisers don’t pay for. According to one estimate, the average profit margin for each click that a click
fraudster can purchase is around $0.20. Cookie Detection Cookie detection technology is aimed at detecting a computer that is

using a number of different web sites or pages from a single computer, or a computer that is using a browser multiple times
from a single IP address. In contrast to other types of click fraud, the cookie detector should never pay for any clicks that it

detects. If a computer pays for clicks fraudulently, the advertiser will be charged. In many cases, it is not possible to
differentiate between a computer using a browser multiple times from a computer that is using the browser once from a single
IP address, as both computers use a single computer and a single IP address for their browsing. Therefore, we will not consider
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cookies as a detection technology, because they can’t stop fraud. Advanced Click Fraud Advanced click fraud is click fraud that
the advertiser does not see, or that the advertiser cannot detect by the tools that advertisers use to detect click fraud. By this we
mean that the advertiser is not aware that the computer that has clicked on an ad is using a browser multiple times, or that the

computer has clicked on a link that does not lead to an ad. Some of the possible advanced fraud techniques include using a
browser plug-in, or using a proxy server. If an advanced click fraud technique is detected, and the advertiser can prove that it is
not the computer that has clicked, then the advertiser will be charged for the clicks fraudulently used. A Typical Online Click

Fraud Scheme Click fraud can be performed by, and by definition involves, a third party. In contrast to spam, where the cost of
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